Understanding the
Ohio School Report Card

Ohio School Report cards present a common set of information about all public schools –
traditional district, community schools and independent STEM schools.
It is important to note that no single document can tell parents, educators and community
members everything they want to know about a school or a district. Accelerate Great
Schools encourages parents and stakeholders to use the School Report Cards as a
launching point, not the final word, for your school exploration. No amount of data can
substitute for the feeling you get when you walk into a school and speak with principals,
teachers, parents, students and community members.
You can find the report card for your school at https://reportcard.education.ohio.gov.

KEYS TO THE OHIO SCHOOL REPORT CARD
Ohio Report cards are generally published each September. Current report cards include six different
categories of information, referred to as “components:” Achievement, Progress, Gap Closing,
Graduation Rate, Improving At-Risk K-3 Readers, and Prepared for Success. Each component contains
multiple subsets of data. A formula developed by the state creates an A-F “grade” for each component.
In fall 2018, for the first time, schools and districts received an overall A-F designation.

Example
School or District Name

Overall Grade
*A grade of A or B means a school
or district exceeded expectations

Components

SOURCE: Guide to 2018 Ohio School Report Cards,
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Data/Report-Card-Resources/Report-Card-Guide.pdf.aspx
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THE SIX COMPONENTS
Achievement
The Achievement component tells parents and stakeholders how students at the school perform on state
assessments. State and end-of-course assessments are aligned to Ohio’s standards for what students
should know and be able to do at each grade level or in each subject area at the high school level.
A grade of A or B in the Achievement Component means the school met at least 80% of targets.

Progress
Not every child comes to school at the same level, nor does every child learn at the same pace. The
Progress component looks at how student knowledge and skills grow over time at the school. A score
of A or B indicates students in that school or district are growing faster than expected.

Gap Closing
The Closing the Gap component tells parents and stakeholders how well schools and districts are
serving their most vulnerable students. The smaller the gap, the better a school is supporting all of its
students. A score of A or B means the school is meeting at least 80% of targets in English language arts,
mathematics and graduation rates.

Graduation
The Graduation Component provides a look at the percent of students who earn a diploma in four or
fewer years after they enter 9th grade for the first time and within five or fewer years after entering 9th
grade. The calculation makes adjustments for students who transferred into and out of the school
during that time frame.
A school receiving a Graduation Rate grade or A or B has at least 89% of its students graduating in four
years or 90% graduating in five years.

Improving At-Risk K-3 Readers
The Improving At-Risk K-3 Readers component provides insights into how successful the school is in
improving the skills of struggling readers and moving them “on track” to meet the Third Grade Reading
Guarantee. The goal is to ensure students score well enough on the English language arts assessment
in the spring of their third grade year to be promoted to the fourth grade.

Prepared for Success
The Prepared for Success component uses six different indicators to provide insights into how
prepared students are for life after high school, whether a student plans to go enroll in college,
continue training in a career/technical field, enter the military, and so forth.

For more information, contact 513-766-1220 or email ask@accelerategreatschools.org
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